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Zero Accidents Injuries Are You Willing To Pay The
Price
Zero Accidents & InjuriesAre You Willing to Pay the Price?Advantage Media Group
Fueled by more than 40 years in the safety industry and having conducted thousands of
interviews with managers and workers worldwide, the author confronts the safety industry's
most prevalent and dangerous myths in Changing Safety's Paradigms. Numerous case studies
and examples in the book give insight into how these myths can be changed.
As leaders increasingly understand the importance of good safety practice to support their
business objectives, safety and health practitioners develop better tools and solutions.
However, there is still a gulf between these two groups where engagement, communication
and shared understanding can be found lacking. From Accidents to Zero opens up the field of
safety culture and breaks it down into bite-sized pieces to facilitate new, critical thought and
inspire practical action. Based on the concept of creating safety, as opposed to just preventing
accidents, each of the 26 chapters in this user-friendly book includes explanation, commentary,
reflections and practical activities designed to systematically and sustainably improve
workplace safety culture. Core topics range from behaviour to values, daily rituals to unsafe
acts, felt leadership to trust. Andrew Sharman's practical guide blends current academic
thinking with authoritative guidance and sets up the opportunity for all parts of the organization
to close the gap by providing very clear steps to thinking and acting differently. It sparks insight
into how both traditional methods and novel approaches can be brought to life in real world
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situations. From Accidents to Zero offers a clear route to culture change through over one
hundred pragmatic ideas to motivate and lead people, influence behaviour and drive a positive
evolution in workplace safety.
What are accidents? Are they just statistics that your safety department sends to you monthly
and which you glance over and ask yourself whether the safety professional you have
employed is doing his job right? Aimed primarily at top and middle management, this book
adopts the new approach to preventing serious incidents rather than minimal compliance with
regulations. It takes you step-by-simple-step to show how accidents can be avoided with little
effort and money, allowing you to reap the rewards such an injury-free culture brings: higher
worker morale, better product quality, and maximum productivity. Plus the inner satisfaction of
reaching a goal that is worth striving for, namely zero accidents.
Developing an Effective Safety Culture implements a simple philosophy, namely that working
safely is a cultural issue. An effective safety culture will eventually lead to the desired goal of
zero incidents in the work place, and this book will provide an understanding of what is needed
to reach this goal. The authors present reference material for all phases of building a safety
management system and ultimately developing a safety program that fits the culture. This
volume offers the most comprehensive approach to developing an effective safety culture.
Information is easily accessible as the authors move first through, understanding the cost of
incidents, then to perspectives and descriptions of management systems, principal
management leadership traits, establishing and evaluating goals and objectives, providing
visible leadership, and assigning required responsibilities. In addition, you are given the means
to systematically identifying hazards and develop your own hazard inventory and control
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system. Further information on OSHA requirements for training, behavior-based safety
processes, and the development of a job hazard analysis for each task is available as well.
Valuable case studies, from the authors' own experience in the industry, are used throughout
to demonstrate the concepts presented. * Provides the tools to rebuild or enhance a desired
safety culture * Allows you to identify a program that will fit your specific application * Examines
different philosophies in relation to safety culture development
Cliff Florczak has been an integral part of a number of highly successful zero incidents safety
culture development programs. Here, he shares the details of these programs in order to
provide others with the necessary information to assess their own safety culture. After a brief
background on safety cultures themselves, the author utilizes some of the basic safety
principles, combines them with some of the basic management theories and puts all of this to
use in real life situations. Aims for zero incidents to control costs and losses Packed full of reallife examples and analogies Learn what to look for, where to look for it and how to go about
making improvements

Time-pressed, professionals looking for practical guidance to shape their current or
future safety programs should use this book. Pre-Accident Investigations: An
Introduction to Organizational Safety helps to identify complex potential incidents before
they take place. Based around the ’New View’ of human error, it offers established
human performance theory in a highly practical context. Written in an engaging,
conversational style, around several case studies, the book is grounded in reality, with
examples with which anyone can identify. It is an ideal aid for senior safety executives
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who want to spread the safety message among their colleagues. It is also an excellent
choice for course tutors looking for a narrative-led primer.
Catastrophic injury in an automobile accident is a very serious life altering event. Are
you prepared? Have you ever considered it? Can you imagine the impact on you or
your loved ones if this very unfortunate event visited you?! According to a Harvard
Medical School study, medical bills cause an average of 2 million personal bankruptcies
per year. What kind of automobile insurance do you have? What is your coverage for
personal injury? What kind of health insurance coverage do you have? Does it cover in
home Nursing care after a catastrophic automobile accident? MICHIGAN is the only
state in America that provides unlimited medical benefits for injuries sustained in an
automobile accident! Why doesn't your state? Brain injury is a silent epidemic in
America, every year there are over 1.5 million brain injuries in America and 44% are
from auto mobile accidents! Are you an automobile accident away from bankruptcy? In
every other state than Michigan, you spend down your limited auto insurance benefit,
then exhaust your Health insurance benefit, then discover you have NO in home
nursing care coverage, then you spend your assets to provide care to your loved ones,
then you can qualify for Medicaid, then you can file for bankruptcy, then you can
discover the massive nursing shortage, and the massive hemorrhaging of state budgets
due to escalating Medicaid costs, then discover any Medicaid coverage you can qualify
for are very limited compared to your need, and there are too few personnel to do the
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work! THE MICHIGAN MODEL FOR AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, is a solution that
that will serve to provide a quality of life for accident victims, and save states billions in
Medicaid costs! Start today, get educated, then lobby your State Governor and State
Legislators to adopt the Michigan Model in your state, you already pay for auto
insurance, why aren't you getting unlimited medical benefits for life, like Michigan?
Put on your Hard Hat: fasten up with strategies to keep your company safe. Could I
have prevented this? This is the dreaded thought that you as the leader of your
company never want to have after an accident of any measure occurs among your
team members. Despite common belief, accidents on the job are not inevitable. The
chances of any work-related accidents occurring should, and can, be reduced to zero.
And in this book, Bob McCall challenges you the leader to zero out accidents.
Challenge the status quo, prevent accidents, and plan ahead. Having a positive,
sustainable impact on safety starts with you. In Zero Accidents and Injuries, you will
learn how to: step up your leadership style to one that motivates lead well by setting
clear expectations and developing a productive culture hire team players who share
your company s vision for safety deter behaviors that destroy team performance"
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change
our lives by changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of Habit, award-winning
business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries
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that explain why habits exist and how they can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of
information into engrossing narratives that take us from the boardrooms of Procter &
Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights movement,
Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of human nature and its potential. At its
core, The Power of Habit contains an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising
regularly, losing weight, being more productive, and achieving success is
understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we
can transform our businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by
the author “Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become
essential manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles
Duhigg not only explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on
to the good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of
Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity “You’ll never look at yourself,
your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling
author of Drive and A Whole New Mind “Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . .
a serious look at the science of habit formation and change.”—The New York Times
Book Review
Calling all cars in the "no-fault" states of Florida, Hawaii, Kansas, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, New York, North Dakota, and Utah, and in the choice "no-fault"
states of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Kentucky: We have a problem. If you are
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injured through no fault of your own in a car accident, you have no rights to get healed
either physically or mentally. The Tortured Pastry Chef is a true-life account of the
nightmare that can ensue from the auto insurance industry when a passenger gets
injured through the no-fault rule, meaning they were hit and injured through no fault of
their own. Pastry chef Dean Kropp suffered through twelve years of litigation and
arbitration just to get some compensation for his injuries that he sustained in two rear
bumper accidents. He brings up many questions and issues about the inefficacy of the
no-fault insurance policy and system. Readers will be aware and educated about what
goes on behind the scenes of a no-fault auto accident case.
Surviving your collision with a tractor-trailer is only the beginning “No one in their right
mind plans for a collision, let alone one with one of those gargantuan semi-tractortrailers thundering down the interstates. Yet collisions do happen. When they do, what
you do immediately is of critical importance. Attorney Alan LeVar’s No Accidents?Only
Collisions is a comprehensive guide to protecting yourself and the people you love and
delivers essential advice for getting access to the medical attention and other services
when they are needed most.” ?R.B. Scott journalist and author of Mitt Romney: An
Inside Look at the Man and His Politics “I was raised in a time when a man’s word was
his bond. That’s all I have ever known from the time I could remember until now, here I
am at age 66. During those years I have witnessed men in all professions choose to
sell their integrity over doing what is right. I can say without any hesitation that Alan
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Levar still stands for what is right. What better words can be said about a man?” ?Larry
Cole

This volume compiles the complete texts of the environmental policies from some
of the world's leading corporations. The policy statements form the backbone of
the corporation's interaction with its employees, customers and regulatory
agencies, and is often a required first step of participation with environmental
business standards. Each entry includes brief contact and line-of-business
information, as well as information about the corporation's participation with
legislation and industry environmental standard.
When we talk about workplace safety, it is as much important as the air you
breathe in as ignoring it may lead to some serious consequences. Sadly, the
inability of organizations to follow workplace safety tips is leading to many
workplace related accidents nowadays which is quite alarming. It is the duty of
the management to make sure that its workers have a safe working environment
and the potential of risks is minimized as much as possible. When we speak of
safety based on books, its importance is next to food. It is essential to all
individuals including the workers in companies and their respective families as
well. This BOOK discusses the importance of safety in the workplace. Workplace
Safety: Everyone's Concern and Liability - Workplace safety is an important
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aspect not only for companies but also to their employees. Current existing
figures on the number of workplace accidents and illnesses not to mention
deaths that still occur in the workplace are still unacceptable. When you look at
the reviews on how and where these accidents took place it is easy to see that a
lot of them are easily prevented simply by using the correct safety equipment or
procedures and personal safety gear that is available. Having a Passion for
Workplace Safety - Are you passionate about safety in your workplace? Passion
is the driving force of success. When one is passionate about his work, then it
shows in all his interactions. Why an Integrated Workplace Safety and Wellness
Program Is Best - Employees are a business's most asset and keeping them safe
and healthy should be a priority for any company. Many businesses have a
workplace safety program and a wellness program, but the two programs operate
independently of one another - but should they? There are some compelling
reasons to integrate the two so that employees can benefit from a more global,
holistic approach to staying safe and healthy on the job. Common Workplace
Safety Issues - The workplace can be a dangerous place, with there being more
hazards than people often realize. There are many accidents in the workplace
each year due to unsafe work practices, staff not being trained to use equipment
or machinery properly or even simple things, like being tired or overworked.
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Health and Safety Concerns in the Workplace - Did you know that accidents and
injuries are leading cause of deaths among workers? Are you aware of the
importance of hazard assessment in keeping employees safe always?
Regardless of how big or small the company is or what type of business your firm
engages in, accidents occur every day. No matter what type of business you run
or how many employees you have, one of the most critical aspects of your
business will be safety, especially workplace safety. Workplace accidents can
cause real harm, even death in some cases. Workplace accidents can have a
great effect on the business as well, with lawsuits and worker's compensation
payouts. This book will help you and guide you on the safety of workers in the
workplace Check out some safety basics you should follow whether at home or
office.
The substantial burden of death and disability that results from interpersonal
violence, road traffic injuries, unintentional injuries, occupational health risks, air
pollution, climate change, and inadequate water and sanitation falls
disproportionally on low- and middle-income countries. Injury Prevention and
Environmental Health addresses the risk factors and presents updated data on
the burden, as well as economic analyses of platforms and packages for
delivering cost-effective and feasible interventions in these settings. The volume's
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contributors demonstrate that implementation of a range of prevention strategiespresented in an essential package of interventions and policies-could achieve a
convergence in death and disability rates that would avert more than 7.5 million
deaths a year.
As part of the national effort to improve aviation safety, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) chartered the National Research Council to examine and
recommend improvements in the aircraft certification process currently used by
the FAA, manufacturers, and operators.
Significant changes have taken place in the policy landscape surrounding
cannabis legalization, production, and use. During the past 20 years, 25 states
and the District of Columbia have legalized cannabis and/or cannabidiol (a
component of cannabis) for medical conditions or retail sales at the state level
and 4 states have legalized both the medical and recreational use of cannabis.
These landmark changes in policy have impacted cannabis use patterns and
perceived levels of risk. However, despite this changing landscape, evidence
regarding the short- and long-term health effects of cannabis use remains
elusive. While a myriad of studies have examined cannabis use in all its various
forms, often these research conclusions are not appropriately synthesized,
translated for, or communicated to policy makers, health care providers, state
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health officials, or other stakeholders who have been charged with influencing
and enacting policies, procedures, and laws related to cannabis use. Unlike other
controlled substances such as alcohol or tobacco, no accepted standards for
safe use or appropriate dose are available to help guide individuals as they make
choices regarding the issues of if, when, where, and how to use cannabis safely
and, in regard to therapeutic uses, effectively. Shifting public sentiment,
conflicting and impeded scientific research, and legislative battles have fueled the
debate about what, if any, harms or benefits can be attributed to the use of
cannabis or its derivatives, and this lack of aggregated knowledge has broad
public health implications. The Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids
provides a comprehensive review of scientific evidence related to the health
effects and potential therapeutic benefits of cannabis. This report provides a
research agendaâ€"outlining gaps in current knowledge and opportunities for
providing additional insight into these issuesâ€"that summarizes and prioritizes
pressing research needs.
Governance, risk, and compliance—these three big letters can add up to one giant
headache. But GRC doesn't have to be a boil on your corporate behind. SAP
GRC For Dummies untangles the web of regulations that confronts your
company and introduces you to software solutions the not only keep you in
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compliance, but also make your whole enterprise stronger. This completely
practical guide starts with a big-picture look and GRC and explains how it can
help your organization grow. You'll find out why these regulations were enacted;
what you can do to ensure compliance; and how compliance can help you
prevent fraud, bolster your corporate image, and envision and execute the best
possible corporate strategy. This all-business handbook will help you:
Understand the impact of Sarbanes-Oxley Control access effectively Color your
company a greener shade of green Source or sell goods internationally Keep
your employees safe and healthy Ensure that data is kept secret and private
Manage information flow in all directions Enhance your public image through
sustainability reporting Use GRC as the basis for a powerful new corporate
strategy Complete with enlightening lists of best practices for successful GRC
implementation and conducting global trade, this book also puts you in touch with
thought leadership Web sights where you can deepen your understanding of
GRC-based business strategies. You can't avoid dealing with GRC, but you can
make the most of it with a little help from SAP GRC For Dummies.
What does it mean to lead with vision? From LinkedIn Learning Expert, Bonnie
Hagemann comes the first book devoted entirely to vision as a key leadership principle.
Hagemann and her co-authors delve deeply into the notion that a compelling vision that
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motivates and inspires is a differentiator for organizations that want to hire and retain
talent, be more competitive, and thrive in uncertain times. But a compelling vision on its
own is not enough, which is why the authors, sought-after leadership development
experts globally, provide readers with detailed analysis of the essential things leaders
must do to effectively engage the workforce around that vision: embody courage, forge
clarity, build connectedness, and shape culture. Leading with Vision draws on
quantitative data from the authors' research of over 400 companies supplemented with
real-world examples from thoughtful leaders who exemplify the core principles of
leading with vision in established companies, including: Olukai, Bumble Bee,
Coresystems, Jimbo's, Bunge, and more. The book also includes an actionable
blueprint developed by the authors that leaders and their organizations can implement
on day one of their journey.
How are today’s ‘hearts and minds’ programs linked to a late-19th century definition
of human factors as people’s moral and mental deficits? What do Heinrich’s ‘unsafe
acts’ from the 1930’s have in common with the Swiss cheese model of the early
1990’s? Why was the reinvention of human factors in the 1940’s such an important
event in the development of safety thinking? What makes many of our current systems
so complex and impervious to Tayloristic safety interventions? ‘Foundations of Safety
Science’ covers the origins of major schools of safety thinking, and traces the heritage
and interlinkages of the ideas that make up safety science today. Features Offers a
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comprehensive overview of the theoretical foundations of safety science Provides
balanced treatment of approaches since the early 20th century, showing interlinkages
and cross-connections Includes an overview and key points at the beginning of each
chapter and study questions at the end to support teaching use Uses an accessible
style, using technical language where necessary Concentrates on the philosophical and
historical traditions and assumptions that underlie all safety approaches
Not a fan of bland, boring, and lifeless meals after a hard day of backpacking? Neither
are the Conners, which is why you'll find their new second edition packed full of even
more tasty favorites from the trails! Completely revised and updated, this all-in-one food
guide builds on the format pioneered by the original, providing clear and thorough athome and on-trail preparation directions, nutrition and serving information, and the
weight of each recipe, while adding a wealth of reference information and instructional
material. Pacific Crest Pancakes, Jammin' Jambalaya, and Buried Forest Trail Fudge it's in here!
When faced with a ’human error’ problem, you may be tempted to ask 'Why didn’t
these people watch out better?' Or, 'How can I get my people more engaged in safety?'
You might think you can solve your safety problems by telling your people to be more
careful, by reprimanding the miscreants, by issuing a new rule or procedure and
demanding compliance. These are all expressions of 'The Bad Apple Theory' where
you believe your system is basically safe if it were not for those few unreliable people in
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it. Building on its successful predecessors, the third edition of The Field Guide to
Understanding ’Human Error’ will help you understand a new way of dealing with a
perceived 'human error' problem in your organization. It will help you trace how your
organization juggles inherent trade-offs between safety and other pressures and
expectations, suggesting that you are not the custodian of an already safe system. It
will encourage you to start looking more closely at the performance that others may still
call 'human error', allowing you to discover how your people create safety through
practice, at all levels of your organization, mostly successfully, under the pressure of
resource constraints and multiple conflicting goals. The Field Guide to Understanding
'Human Error' will help you understand how to move beyond 'human error'; how to
understand accidents; how to do better investigations; how to understand and improve
your safety work. You will be invited to think creatively and differently about the safety
issues you and your organization face. In each, you will find possibilities for a new
language, for different concepts, and for new leverage points to influence your own
thinking and practice, as well as that of your colleagues and organization. If you are
faced with a ’human error’ problem, abandon the fallacy of a quick fix. Read this book.
"This book recounts the most serious railroad accidents worldwide from 1853 to the
present time. Relevant specifics of these disasters have been researched and summary
narratives written. The central purpose of this volume is to record the horrendous
details surrounding railroad calamities and, more importantly, to investigate, analyze,
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and derive beneficial knowledge about wreck causes and deduce corrective courses of
action, setting forth successful principles of accident prevention that might be useful
and applicable in rail operations everywhere. The ultimate purpose therefore has been
to determine universal railroad safety doctrines, the application of which will lessen the
frequency and severity of future rail accidents and thereby reduce death tolls,
passenger and employee injuries, and the attendant financial and material losses."
"Covered herein in concise form are the accounts of 70 major rail disasters in the
United States and 111 train catastrophes in various foreign countries. Included for quick
reference are two tabulations showing pertinent particulars for all the railroad disasters
treated in this volume. The reader, if he peruses this long list of wreck narratives, will
acquire a unique understanding of the widespread incident of rail accidents and,
perhaps, arrive at a personal judgment on how to best further the noble cause of
accident prevention. Certainly, he will gain an eye-opening view of the dreadful scope
of the long-term operational misfortunes that have plagued the mighty "Iron Horse.""
"More than one hundred photographs taken at the scenes of the accidents illustrate this
volume." "A substantial introduction elucidates the history of railroading in relation to
death-dealing mishaps, operating safeguards, railroad personnel, the human factor, the
grade crossing dilemma, rail unions and worker discipline, safety research efforts, code
of railroad working rules, alcohol and drug problems, the Harriman safety awards, the
legendary rail cabooses, and accident prevention guidelines." "The eleven-part
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appendix includes a historical/statistical review of safety on the United States railroads
and reports on the horrendous Louisville & Nashville Railroad hazardous materials
spillage at Crestview, Florida, on 8 April 1970. Also summarized are the rail accident
prevention philosophies practiced on four foreign railway systems."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
Close calls, narrow escapes, or near hits. History has shown repeatedly that these
"near-miss" incidents often precede loss producing events, but are largely ignored or go
unreported because nothing (no injury, damage or loss) happened. Thus, many
opportunities to prevent the accidents that the organization has not yet had are lost.
Recognizing and
An investigative journalist recounts the surprising history of accidents and reveals how they’ve
come to define all that’s wrong with America. We hear it all the time: “Sorry, it was just an
accident.” And we’ve been deeply conditioned to just accept that explanation and move on.
But as Jessie Singer argues convincingly: There are no such things as accidents. The vast
majority of mishaps are not random but predictable and preventable. Singer uncovers just how
the term “accident” itself protects those in power and leaves the most vulnerable in harm’s
way, preventing investigations, pushing off debts, blaming the victims, diluting anger, and even
sparking empathy for the perpetrators. As the rate of accidental death skyrockets in America,
the poor and people of color end up bearing the brunt of the violence and blame, while the
powerful use the excuse of the “accident” to avoid consequences for their actions. Born of the
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death of her best friend, and the killer who insisted it was an accident, this book is a moving
investigation of the sort of tragedies that are all too common, and all too commonly ignored. In
this revelatory book, Singer tracks accidental death in America from turn of the century
factories and coal mines to today’s urban highways, rural hospitals, and Superfund sites.
Drawing connections between traffic accidents, accidental opioid overdoses, and accidental oil
spills, Singer proves that what we call accidents are hardly random. Rather, who lives and dies
by an accident in America is defined by money and power. She also presents a variety of
actions we can take as individuals and as a society to stem the tide of “accidents”—saving lives
and holding the guilty to account.
Workplace safety refers to the working environment at a company and encompasses all factors
that impact the safety, health, and well-being of employees. This can include environmental
hazards, unsafe working conditions or processes, drug and alcohol abuse, and workplace
violence. For the reason of ensuring the safety of workers, this book discusses the topic that
every employee in charge of people will have a certification in Safety Leadership with a vision
of zero injuries at the workplace. Writing a book about the future means precisely this; it means
working at present with a strict vision of the future. The best way to foresee the future is by
creating it. The content you will find in this book: the vision of zero injuries in the future the
importance of soft skills in the future the main difference between information and data the
importance of technology in safety in the era of robot protective elements the crisis and so
much more Buy this book now.
Workplace safety has never been seen as sexy, clever or cool. Fraught with legislative hurdles,
ambiguous policy and complex procedures, despite its alleged importance safety has lost its
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way. For many organisations safety is seen as burdensome and bureaucratic and has become
little more than paperwork and performance charts: things done in fear of persecution – from
the authorities, the media or the civil arena – rather than doing the right thing. To change the
game and build real risk literacy, it’s vital to make things easier, to strip things back to basics
and think again about how we work. This is Naked Safety. Encouraging the reader to step
outside their comfort zone, this book demystifies workplace safety, challenging traditional
views and catalysing critical thought and high-impact action. With narratives on the central
pillars of workplace safety including risk management; legal frameworks; performance;
governance; leadership and culture, as well as perspectives on key issues that affect safety –
and business – more broadly, such as worker wellbeing; employee engagement; the impact of
globalisation; corporate social responsibility; sustainability and the role of the safety
practitioner, Naked Safety features over 100 actions to bring about positive, sustainable
organisational change. This book is a useful, multi-purpose guide for professionals; an
indispensable toolkit for practitioners, business leaders, and anyone with an interest in
workplace risk and Occupational Safety and Health. Let’s get Naked!
Warning: Making certain mistakes after an accident can make any insurance claims null and
void, leaving you thousands of dollars out of pocket… If you want to learn how to do things the
right way, then this short message will be the most important you ever read. Here’s why. In the
United States last year there were 2.4 million car accidents In fact, most drivers are now likely
to be in an accident at least once in their lives. And if you’ve never been in an accident before
- believe me, you won’t know exactly what to do when it does happen Adrenaline is running
high. You might be shaken up. There may be police on the scene. So it pays to learn the exact
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steps you need to take before you get into an accident This short book (you can read it from
start to finish in less than 60 minutes) will show you the exact steps you need to take if the
unfortunate does happen. Here's what you'll discover: What you may not know about leaving
the scene of a minor accident The two words you should never say after an accident (doing
this could land you a large bill at the end of the day without even realizing) The nine things to
look for at the scene of a crash The unknown problem with waiting 48 hours after a crash to
see a doctor How to avoid sleazy ambulance chasers and hire the right law firm - lawyers 5
hidden auto accident injuries (not just concussions and whiplash) Why you shouldn’t rely on
smartphone apps to store your insurance details The startling link between car insurance and
identity theft Why you should get multiple repair estimates The exact number of hours you
should wait before contacting the police to get a police report Don’t hire an attorney before
getting this straight - contingency The filing requirements for each state There’s also free
bonus “at the scene” checklist included. You can print this off and keep it in your glove
compartment so you are prepared if the unfortunate does happen And If you know someone
who has recently passed their test - this book should be considered as much of a necessity as
a tire jack and a hands free kit for their cell phone
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